Soft learning vector quantization and clustering algorithms based on non-Euclidean norms: multinorm algorithms.
This paper presents the development of soft clustering and learning vector quantization (LVQ) algorithms that rely on multiple weighted norms to measure the distance between the feature vectors and their prototypes. Clustering and LVQ are formulated in this paper as the minimization of a reformulation function that employs distinct weighted norms to measure the distance between each of the prototypes and the feature vectors under a set of equality constraints imposed on the weight matrices. Fuzzy LVQ and clustering algorithms are obtained as special cases of the proposed formulation. The resulting clustering algorithm is evaluated and benchmarked on three data sets that differ in terms of the data structure and the dimensionality of the feature vectors. This experimental evaluation indicates that the proposed multinorm algorithm outperforms algorithms employing the Euclidean norm as well as existing clustering algorithms employing weighted norms.